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veloped a new method which combined in-situ water stagnation experiments with mathematical models and numerical simulations to predict the iron release caused by source
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water switch. In-situ water stagnation experiments were conducted to determine the to-
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tal iron accumulation in nine cast iron pipes in-service in Beijing when switching the local

Source water switch

water to treated Danjiangkou Reservior water. Results showed that the difference in the con-

In-situ water stagnation

centration increment of total iron in 24 hr (CITI,24 ), i.e. short-term iron release, caused by

Water distribution systems

source water switch was mainly dependent on the difference in the key quality parameters
(pH, hardness, nitrate, Larson Ratio and dissolved oxygen (DO)) between the two source waters. The iron release rate (RFe ) after switch, i.e. long-term iron release, was closely related
to the pipe properties as well as the DO and total residual chlorine (TRC) concentrations.
Mathematical models of CITI,24 and RFe were developed to quantitatively reveal the relationship between iron release and the key quality parameters. The RFe model could successfully combine with EPANET-MSX, a numerical simulator of water quality for WDSs to extend
the iron release modeling from pipe level to network level. The new method is applicable to
predicting iron release during source water switch, thus facilitating water utilities to take
preventive actions to avoid “red water”.
© 2021 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction
The high concentration of total iron in tap water is one of
the most common factors causing discoloration water, which
∗

has been the most frequently reported and complained water quality problem in many water companies (Vreeburg and
Boxall, 2007). Apart from the aesthetic issue of discoloration
and metallic taste, total iron consumes dissolved oxygen (DO)
and disinfectants in bulk water and subsequently causes water deterioration (Sarin et al., 2004).
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The total iron concentration in the effluent water from
drinking water treatment plant is usually controlled at low
level (e.g. 0.3 mg/L in China and the United States), so the
excessive total iron in tap water mostly stems from ironbased pipes through oxidation-reduction corrosion and destabilization of the solid phases (e.g. loose deposits and corrosion products) (Imran et al., 2005b; Kuch, 1988; Li et al., 2016a).
The major mechanism of iron release under different conditions was described by the siderite model (Sontheimer et al.,
1981) and Kuch corrosion model (Kuch, 1988) and expanded
by Sarin et al. (2004). Generally, under regular water supply
conditions, the iron release is moderate because a stable ecological niche has been formed during the long-term interaction between the bulk water and the solid phase (Chen et al.,
2020). The occasionally occurred “red water” can be attributed
to the resuspension of loose deposits in sudden hydraulic disturbance and/or the dissolution of Fe (Ⅱ and Ⅲ) corrosion
scales caused by depletion of oxidants during stagnation periods (Kuch, 1988; Liu et al., 2017). The dissolution of the passive
layers induced by depletion of oxidants, such as DO and disinfectants, is as follows (Kuch, 1988).
Fe(s) +2FeOOH(s) +2H+ → 3Fe2+ +4OH−

(1)

However, when water quality changes significantly, typically occurring during source water switch, the balance in
corroded iron-based pipes is likely to be disrupted, resulting
in significant iron release in a short time and subsequently
causing discoloration of water (Lytle et al., 2020). There have
been some reports of excessive total iron in tap water induced by source water switch, such as in Beijing, China
(Zhang et al., 2014) and Tucson, the United States (McGuire and
Pearthree, 2018). Though source water switch has become
a common practice driven by the groundwater conservation
requirements, water shortage and water pollution, evaluations of the impacts on the water distribution systems (WDSs)
were lacked for most of the source water swtich practices
(Hadjikakou et al., 2019). Additionally, iron-based pipes account for a large proportion of WDSs worldwide, e.g. 53% in
Poland, 56.6% in the United States (McNeill and Edwards, 2001)
and 67.2% in Italy (Swietlik et al., 2012). Therefore, controlling
the iron release from corroded iron-based pipes during source
water switch has attracted wide attention.
Iron release during source water switch is a complex
physicochemical and biological process, in which the adaptability of existing pipe corrosion scales to alternative waters
and the quality differences among the waters are two important and closely related aspects (Hu et al., 2018; Imran et al.,
2005b; Li et al., 2016a, 2020; Liu et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2012,
2014). Water quality affects the interactions on water-scale interface (Yang et al., 2014). Among the quality parameters, DO,
chloride, sulfate, disinfectant, pH, hardness and alkalinity are
the most critical ones to influence the corrosion scales stability and iron release (Imran et al., 2005b; Lytle et al., 2020;
Sarin et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2012). It has
been reported that long term transportation of water with
high alkalinity, hardness, sulfate, and/or sufficient DO and disinfectant tends to form stable corrosion scales in pipes, which
have good tolerance to water quality changes (Li et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2012). For pipes with fragile corrosion scales, dis-

solution or decomposition of corrosion scales and subsequent
iron release are likely to happen induced by significant increase of sulfate and chloride, depletion of DO and disinfectants, and/or extremely low alkalinity or pH (Hu et al., 2018;
Sarin et al., 2004). The mechanisms of accelerated iron release
caused by increasing sulfate and chloride are as follows:
2−
3+
−
FeOOH + SO2−
4 +H2 O → Fe +SO4 + 3OH

(2)

FeOOH + Cl− +H2 O → Fe3+ +Cl− + 3OH−

(3)

The effective strategies to control iron release include
adjusting the corrosiveness of water by blending alternative source water with local water in a proper ratio,
adding polyphosphates, and elevating pH and alkalinity
(Alshehri et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2018; Imran et al., 2005a;
Lytle et al., 2020; Sarin et al., 2004). Besides, mathematical models have also been developed to predict the iron
release when water quality changes (Benson et al., 2012).
Imran et al. (2005b) developed a statistical model to predict the
discoloration of water with a five-day hydraulic retention time
based on a pilot-scale source water switch experiment, which
was carried out on a hybrid network consisting of iron-based
pipes harvested from aged WDSs. Eq. (4) was established to
depict the relationship between the change of water color and
the corresponding quality parameters.
Color =


0.118
 − 0.485
0.561
0.967
0.813
0.836
SO2−
Cl
(Na+ )
(DO)
(Temp)
(HRT)
4
0.912

101.321 (Alk)

(4)

Since the change of color in this experiment has a strong
correlation to total iron concentration, this model revealed
that temperature (Temp) and hydraulic retention time (HRT)
were the key physical and operational parameters, and alka+
linity (Alk), chloride (Cl− ), sulfate (SO2−
4 ), sodium (Na ), and
DO are the key quality parameters to influence the process of
iron release. Mutoti et al. (2007) proposed an iron release flux
model (Eq. (5)) based on zero-order kinetics using the same
pilot distribution system as Imran et al. (2005b).
Fe =

4Km HRT
D

(5)

where, Fe is the increase in iron concentration; the flux term
(Km ) defines the mass release rate of iron on per unit area
per unit time, which depends on the pipe material, the water chemistry and Renolds number; HRT is hydraulic retention
time; D is the pipe diameter. For source water switch, the iron
release flux model (Eq. (5)) can be combined with the former
statistical discoloration model (Eq. (4)) to predict the iron release, shown as Eq. (6).
Km1
Color1
=
Km2
Color2

(6)

Most iron release models were developed based on data
from literatures and bench- or pilot-scale experiments. These
experiment conditions deviate from the actual conditions of
WDSs to some extent in terms of ambient temprature, flow
velocity and biofilm and scales on the pipe wall. Specifically,
the internal environment of the pipes used in the bench- or
pilot-scale experiments might have been disturbed during the
process of excavation, transportation and reactor manufacturing. Besides, previous studies mainly investigated the impact
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Fig. 1 – Site photos (a–c) and schematic diagram (d) of pipe reconstruction and the locations of nine pipes (e). The black
arrows represent the new water supply route after reconstruction. The blue arrows are flow direction of the DJKW.

of initial source water quality on the iron release. There is few
research studying the spatio-temporal variations of the total
iron concentration on a whole pipe network level.
The South-to-North Water Diversion Project (SNWDP) has
been implemented to alleviate water shortages in the North
China cities. However, the water quality of the imported water
(i.e. water that imported from Danjiangkou Reservior through
the SNWDP project) may differ much from the local water of
the water receiving cities, which may induce “red water” risks
to their WDSs. Therefore, it was important to assess the risk
of “red water” before switching from the local water to the
imported water. In-situ source water switch and stagnation
experiments were designed and conducted in Beijing, China,
which is one of the main recipients of the middle route of the
SNWDP, to investigate the iron release caused by source water switch for cast iron pipes. This study aims at developing
mathematical and numerical models to quantitatively depict
the iron release using the data obtained from the abovementioned experiments, so as to assess the probability of “red water” occurrence and to provide support to the decision makings of preventive actions.

1.

Materials and methods

1.1.

Experimental methods

1.1.1.

In-situ experimental system

To carry out in-situ water stagnation experiments on the iron
release caused by source water switch, nine cast iron pipes
with 20–30 service age at different sites of the WDS of Bei-

jing were reconstructed. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram
of pipe reconstruction and the locations of the nine experimental pipes. The reconstruction can meet the experiment
requirements well without interrupting the water supply. The
length, diameter and type of previous feeding local water of
each pipe are listed in Table 1. A 6 m3 tank was used to hold
experimental treated water of Danjiangkou Reservior (source
of the middle route of SNWDP), which was treated at Danjiangkou water treatment plant by coagulation, precipitation
and filtration processes and transported to the experimental
sites by trucks. Sodium hypochlorite disinfectant was added
before transportation and experiments to ensure the stability
of water quality during transportation and to maintain disinfectant residuals in experiments, respectively. The major characteristics of treated Danjiangkou Reservior water (DJKW) and
previous feeding local waters of the nine experimental pipes
are listed in Table 2.

1.1.2.

In-situ water switch and stagnation experiments

After the nine experimental systems were conditioned, in-situ
water switch experiments were conducted. The experiments
include two phases. In Phase I, the nine pipes were periodically fed with their previous feeding local water. Water filled
in the pipes through the 1# inlet valve and after 24 hr stagnation the water was discharged through the outlet valve on the
reconstructed draining pipes. Water samples were taken from
the sampling tap at different time: 0, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hr. In
Phase Ⅱ, the DJKW in the tank was supplied to the pipes and
stagnated in the pipes for 24 hr. Water sampling was the same
as in Phase Ⅰ. Here, 24 hr was defined as one stagnation cycle.
The number of stagnation cycles are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 – Previous feeding local waters, pipe sizes and stagnation cycles.
Previous feeding
local water

Pipe

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
S1
S2
S3
G1

WB1
WB2
WB3
WB4
WB5
WS1
WS2
WS3
WG1

Type of previous
feeding local
water
Blended water
Blended water
Blended water
Blended water
Blended water
Surface water
Surface water
Surface water
Groundwater

Length
(m)

2
2
3
1.5
1.8
2
2
1.8
1.8

Diameter
(mm)

Number of stagnation cycles

DN75
DN150
DN150
DN75
DN100
DN75
DN75
DN100
DN100

Phase I: previous
feeding local water

Phase Ⅱ:
DJKW

Total

4
4
4
4
2
10
4
2
2

10
11
10
15
13
10
10
13
13

14
15
14
19
15
20
14
15
15

Blended water: a mixture of treated surface water and groundwater.

Table 2 – The major characteristics of DJKW and previous feeding local waters of the nine experimental pipes.
Previous feeding
local water

Total iron
(mg/L)

Turbidity
(NTU)

DO
(mg/L)

Conductivity
(μS/cm)

pH

Alkalinity
(mg CaCO3 /L)

Hardness
(mg CaCO3 /L)

NO3 –
(mg N/L)

Cl–
SO4 2– LR
(mg/L) (mg/L)

WB1
WB2
WB3
WB4
WB5
WS1
WS2
WS3
WG1
DJKW

0.080
0.010
0.025
0.030
0.010
0.010
0.020
0.020
0.030
0.040

0.35
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.14
0.21
0.34
0.21
0.57

10.5
10.5
10.7
7.4
10.0
13.6
13.5
11.9
8.5
10.8

559
757
574
549
731
752
558
549
539
273

7.99
7.84
7.93
7.95
7.86
7.77
8.05
7.91
8.06
8.13

180
210
176
182
190
150
152
160
200
116

251
333
268
257
310
315
248
240
260
152

4.75
4.88
4.27
3.68
3.70
2.80
1.97
1.40
7.40
1.60

21.7
45.3
23.9
22.8
39.8
43.0
28.1
24.9
17.8
9.0

59.2
129.0
70.7
64.8
133.0
198.0
92.5
87.4
23.3
29.45

0.51
0.94
0.61
0.55
1.02
1.78
0.90
0.79
0.25
0.37

LR: Larson Ratio.

Total iron, DO, total residual chlorine (TRC) concentrations,
oxygen redox potential (ORP) and turbidity of water samples
were measured. The concentration of total iron was measured by o-phenanthroline spectrophotometric method using
a Hach DR2800 spectrophotometer (Hach, USA). DO concentration, ORP and pH were measured using a HQ40D portable multiparameter (Hach, USA). TRC concentration was measured by
N,N-diethyl-1,4-phenylenediamine photometric method using a Pocket Colorimeter II (Hach, USA). Turbidity was measured by a 2100N Turbidimeter (Hach, USA).

2.2.

Modeling methods

In order to quantitatively depict the short-term iron release
during the source water switch, a mathematical model was
developed to determine the difference in the concentration increment of total iron in 24 hr (CITI,24 ) when switching the previous feeding local water to DJKW. To quantitatively describe
the influence of the main time-varying quality parameters (i.e.
TRC and DO) on the long-term iron release rate after the water
switch, an iron release rate model was also developed.

1.2.1.

Model of CITI,24 during water switch

The change of iron release caused by source water switch, indicated by CITI,24 , is closely related to the water quality discrepancy between two waters because water quality affects

the physiochemistry of pipe corrosion scales, interaction and
reaction on water-scales interface (Hu et al., 2018; Li et al.,
2020; Zhang et al., 2014). The water quality discrepancy between DJKW and local water was defined as Eq. (7):
i=iD −iL

(7)

where, i is the discrepancy of the quality parameter i between DJKW and local water; iD and iL are quality parameters
of DJKW and local water, respectively.
The discrepancy between the average increment of total
iron concentration in 24 hr (Eq. (8)) was used to reflect the
change of iron release caused by source water switch.
CITI,24 =

nD

CFe,D

nD

−

nL

CFe,L
nL

(8)

where, CITI,24 (mg/L/day) is the change of total iron accumulation in 24 hr when switching previous feeding local water to
DJKW; CFe,D (mg/L) and CFe,L (mg/L) are increments of total iron
concentration in the effluent of pipes after 24 hr stagnation
with DJKW and previous feeding local water, respectively; nD
and nL are the numbers of stagnation cycles using DJKW and
previous feeding local water, respectively.
The differences in key quality parameters related to
CITI,24 were selected based on the domain knowledge and
the correlation analysis and then were used to model CITI,24
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with multiple linear regression methods. Thereafter, CITI,24
was modeled as a function of the key quality parameter discrepancy between DJKW and previous feeding local water (i)
as follows:
CITI,24 = f (i)

1.2.2.

(9)

∂CFe,j

Iron release rate model after water switch

Eq. (9) reflects the change of the average increment of total
iron concentration induced by switch of previous feeding local
water to DJKW. Once completing the switch, water quality will
keep relatively stable, except such parameters as DO and TRC
that vary as time (Li et al., 2014; Sarin et al., 2004; Wang et al.,
2015). In this situation the iron release rate is mainly influenced by these time-varying parameters. Therefore, in order
to predict the long-term iron release rate (RFe ) after the water
switch, we proposed the model shown as Eq. (10).
RFe,t =

dCFe
= λ + m × CDO,t + n × CTRC,t
dt

quality solver developed by the US EPA (Shang et al., 2011,
2008), to calculate the spatio-temporal variations of total iron
concentration. Eq. (14) gives the governing equation of total
iron concentration based on the principles of mass conservation and reaction kinetics.

(10)

where, RFe,t is the instantaneous RFe (mg/L/hr); λ (mg/L/hr) is
the basal iron release rate which is dependent on the properties of the pipe itself and the corrosion scales inside; CDO,t
(mg/L) and CTRC,t (mg/L) are the concentrations of DO and TRC
at time t (hr), respectively; m (1/hr) is the influencing factor of
DO on RFe , which illustrates the net effect of DO on the iron
release in corrosion and oxidation of ferrous iron; n (1/hr) is
the influencing factor of TRC, representing the inhibition on
biological induced corrosion and on the oxidation of ferrous
corrosion products to mitigate further corrosion.
The concentrations of TRC and DO were modeled using
first-order decay models as follows:

∂t

= − uj

∂CFe,j
∂x

+ RFe,j

(14)

where, CFe,j (mg/L) is the total iron concentration in pipe j as
a function of distance x and time t; u j (m/sec) is the flow velocity in pipe j RFe,j is the iron release rate of pipe j obtained by
Eq. (10).
An example pipe network Net2, which is a benchmark network provided by the US EPA and was often used in the previous studies (Rossman et al., 1994; Clark, 2015), was used to
simulate the distribution of total iron concentration for 960 hr
with the hydraulic simulation time step of 1 hr and the water
quality simulation time step of 5 min, respectively. The simulation results in the last 48 hr were used for analysis. The network includes 34 nodes, 41 pipes, 1 pump station and 1 tank.
All the pipes were assumed to be cast iron pipes. The initial
concentrations of total iron, DO and TRC of all nodes were set
to 0, 10 and 1 mg/L, respectively. Total iron, DO and TRC at
source of network were assumed to be constant and were set
to 0, 10 and 1 mg/L, respectively. In order to reflect the difference in RFe of different pipes, the 41 pipes were randomly
divided into nine groups and were assigned with the corresponding nine groups of parameters k1 , k2 , λ, m, n obtained for
Eq. (10).

dCDO
= −k1CDO
dt

(11)

2.

dCTRC
= −k2CTRC
dt

(12)

2.1.
Water quality changes due to source water switch
and CITI,24 model

where, k1 (1/hr) and k2 (1/hr) are the coefficients of first-order
decay rates of DO and TRC, respectively.
By substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (10) and then integrating Eq. (10) from time 0 to T, the integral form of the iron
release rate model can be obtained to calculate the accumulative total iron concentration at time T as shown in Eq. (13).
The total iron, DO and TRC data of each pipe monitored at different sampling time were used to fit Eq. (13) using the least
square method.


T
CFe =
0 (λ + m × CDO,t + n × CTRC,t dt




m
n
CFe = λT +
× CDO,0 1 − e−k1 T +
× CTRC,0 1 − e−k2 T (13)
k1
k2
where, CFe (mg/L) is the total iron accumulation at time T compared to time 0; CDO,0 (mg/L) and CTRC,0 (mg/L) are the concentrations of DO and TRC at time 0, respectively.

1.3.
Spatio-temporal modeling of total iron concentraion
in a pipe network
To extend the iron release research on single pipes to a whole
pipe network, the set of reactions Eqs. (10)–((12)) were incorporated into EPANET-MSX, which is a multiple-species water

Results and discussion

According to the experiments, it was found that total iron concentration and turbidity increased, while pH, ORP and DO and
TRC concentrations decreased, after water stagnation for all
the experimental pipes. This is consistent with the results observed by Li et al. (2016a) who used five 20-year-old galvanized
iron pipe sections. However, different pipes showed different
water quality changes when switching the previous feeding
local water (Phase I) to DJKW (Phase II) (Fig. 2). The effluent
turbidity after 24 hr stagnation (Fig. 2a) in Pipes B1, B2, B3,
and B5 increased less than in Pipes S1, S2, B4, S3 and G1 in
both phases. The increments of effluent turbidity of the nine
pipes after 24 hr when experimented with previous feeding
local water and DJKW ranged from 1.13 ± 0.04 to 34.4 ± 3.21
NTU and 0.90 ± 0.41 to 19.61 ± 3.27 NTU, respectively, which
indicated that turbidity increased less in Phase Ⅱ. The decrements of effluent pH after 24 hr stagnation (Fig. 2b) showed
significant two-stage characteristics corresponding to source
water switch, where pH decreased more after 24 hr stagnation
in Phase Ⅱ. The decrements of ORP (Fig. 2c) in effluents of six
pipes throughout the 24 hr stagnation decreased after switching to DJKW. DO lost more (Fig. 2d) in Phase Ⅱ than Phase I. The
losses of TRC were comparable in DJKW and previous feeding
local water since influent TRC concentrations were controlled
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Fig. 2 – Comparison of the change of turbidity (a), pH (b), ORP (c), DO concentration (d), TRC concentration (e) and total iron
concentration (f) in effluents of nine pipes after 24 hr stagnation with previous feeding local water (Phase I) and DJKW
(Phase II). Here the change values of quality parameters were the average values in the multiple stagnation cycles (listed in
Table 1) corresponding to each phase.

at the same level and almost exhausted in both phases after
24 hr stagnation (Fig. 2e).
The total iron accumulation after 24 hr stagnation (Fig. 2f)
in effluents of Pipes B1, B2, B3, and B5 were relatively low
(basically less than 1 mg/L) in both Phase I and Phase II,
while in Pipes S1, S2, B4, S3 and G1 the total iron accumulation could increase as much as 2–3 mg/L after 24 hr stagnation. The difference in total iron increment should be attributed to the difference in the properties of the pipes and
the corrosion scales inside because it showed weak relationships with the feeding water type (i.e. previous feeding local water in Phase I or DJKW in Phase II). Different changing
trends of total iron accumulation appeared in the nine pipes
when switching from previous feeding local water (Phase I)
to DJKW (Phase II). In Pipes B1, B3 and B5, the levels of total
iron accumulation between the two phases were comparable,
while in the other pipes total iron accumulation showed obvious responses to the water switch. The total iron accumulation declined remarkably in Pipes B2, S1 and S2 after switching from previous feeding local water to DJKW; however, it
increased significantly in Pipes B4, S3 and G1. The changing
trends of total iron accumulation indicate that different pipes
have different tolerance to the water switch and as a result

different attention should be paid to them for preventing “red
water”.
The different trends should be a combined result of the
water quality change and the stability of the corrosion scales
in the pipes. It has been reported that the pipes carrying
treated surface water are usually more seriously corroded and
their corrosion products have more stable and denser outer
layer than that in the pipes carrying treated groundwater
(Yang et al., 2012). So, less iron was expected to be released
from the former kind of pipes. However, in this study Pipes S1,
S2 and S3 that historically carried treated surface water suffered higher iron release than the other pipes that historically
carried treated groundwater or blended water (i.e. mixtures
of treated surface water and groundwater). Therefore, it is uncredible to evaluate the degree of iron release caused by source
water switch just by types of carried water.
Larson Ratio (LR), which reflects the corrosivity of source
water (Larson and Skold, 1958), was often applied to judge the
possibility of “red water” occurrence. In this study the LR of
DJKW was lower than the previous feeding local waters except
WG1, indicating lower corrosivity of DJKW (Table 2). However,
the total iron accumulation in Pipes B4, S3 and G1 were higher
with DJKW than with previous feeding local water. Therefore,
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Fig. 3 – Plot of modeled vs. measured CITI,24 .

although LR is an effective water corrosivity index, it is also
uncredible enough to assess the risk of significant iron release
just by it only.
It can be found that it is not suitable to predict the iron release using any single water quality parameter. Therefore, total iron variation caused by source water switch was modeled
by method described in Section 1.2.1. To ensure the simplicity and effectiveness of the model, the ten water quality parameters (except total iron) listed in Table 2 were reduced to
five to develop the model through the following steps. DO was
selected as one of the key factors because it is an important
electron acceptor in iron corrosion process and a key oxidant
in the redox processes of corrosion products associated with
the iron release (Benson et al., 2012). The pH difference was
used because the iron oxidation kinetics and dissolution of
corrosion scales were pH dependent (Sarin et al., 2003). LR was
selected because it is a comprehensive indicator to reflect the
impact of SO4 2– , Cl– and alkalinity. SO4 2– and Cl– influence the
iron release by Eqs. (2) and (3). Alkalinity controls the formation and dissolution of corrosion products (e.g., FeCO3 ). Hardness was chosen for its indication for the calcium carbonate
(CaCO3(s) ) precipitation as a shell layer that prevents further
interaction at water-scale interface. Nitrate was reported to
influence the microbially-driven redox of iron and the stability of pipe scales (Wang et al., 2014), so its difference was also
used in the model. Turbidity and conductivity were excluded
because turbidity was considered to be a result, instead of a
reason, of the total iron increase and conductivity is strongly
correlated with other parameters. So, the differences in DO,
pH, LR, hardness and nitrate between previous feeding water
and DJKW were finally used to develop the total iron variation
(i.e. CITI,24 ) model. The obtained model is shown as Eq. (15).

in Eq. (15) may be weak in reflecting the individual effects of
individual parameters on the iron release, the model reflects
the combined impact of the interrelated factors on the iron
release process. It could help to predict the difference in total
iron accumulation caused by source water switch (i.e. CITI,24 )
and provide guide for water utilities to take preventive actions
for the iron release control.
It should be noted that due to the high costs and limitations of in-situ water switch and stagnation experiments, only
nine pipes were selected for the experiments in this study, and
therefore only nine groups of data were obtained to develop
the model, which might bring uncertainties to the model parameters. To estimate the effect of sample size on the uncertainty of model coefficients, all the possible combinations of
the samples (consisting five, six, seven and eight samples out
of nine samples respectively) were used to re-fit the multivariate linear model. The average regression coefficients fitted by
different numbers of samples were shown in Table 3. The results depict that sample size has an influence on the value of
regression coefficients of the model.

2.2.
Water quality changes during stagnation and iron
release rate model
During the stagnation experiments, the water quality varied
as time. Fig. 4 takes Pipe S1 as an example to show the variations of total iron concentration, turbidity, pH, DO and TRC
concentrations in the effluents in the stagnation progress with
DJKW and previous feeding local water (i.e. WS1). The total
iron concentration increased from 0.20 ± 0.11 mg/L to 2.75 ±
0.14 mg/L during 24 hr stagnation with WS1, while increased
from 0.046 ± 0.02 mg/L to 1.96 ± 0.14 mg/L with DJKW (Fig. 4a).
Turbidity was found to have a strong correlation with total iron
concentration (Pearson’s R=0.95), indicating a great contribution of iron release to turbidity increase. The pH decreased
from 8.56 ± 0.07 to 8.21 ± 0.11 and from 8.24 ± 0.07 to 7.98
± 0.11 after 24 hr stagnation with DJKW and WS1, respectively (Fig. 4b). The pH decrease is likely due to the hydrolysis of ferric ions to produce ferric hydroxide and hydrogen
ions (Eq. (16)), and the reaction of ferrous iron with carbonate to form siderite (Eq. (17)), which further reacts with oxygen to generate magnetite and carbon dioxide (Eq. (18)). The
generated hydrogen ions and carbon dioxide could both contribute to the pH decrease (Maheshwari et al., 2020). DO and
TRC followed first-order decay kinetics and TRC was almost
exhausted after 24 hr stagnation (Fig. 4c).
Fe3+ +3H2 O  Fe(OH)3(aq) + 3H+

(16)

Fe2+ +CO2−
3 → FeCO3 (s)

(17)

CITI,24 = 3.31pH + 0.006CHD
−0.017CNO− −N + 0.47LR + 0.11CDO
3

(15)

where CHD (mg CaCO3 /L), CNO− −N (mg/L) and CDO (mg/L)
3
are the differences in hardness, nitrate and DO concentrations
between DJKW and local water. Comparison between modeled
and measured CITI,24 is shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that
all nine points distribute closely to the diagonal Y = X, indicating the model fits the data well. Although the five coefficients

3FeCO3 (s) +

1
O2 → Fe3 O4 (s) + 3CO2
2

(18)

The time-varying data of DO and TRC were used to develop
the iron release rate model. First, DO and TRC decay models
were first obtained by fitting Eqs. (11) and (12) using the time
series data of DO and TRC concentrations, respectively. The
calibrated decay constant k1 and k2 for each pipe were substituted into Eq. (13) and the rest parameters (i.e. λ, m and n)
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Table 3 – The average regression coefficients fitted by different numbers of samples.
Number of samples
in each regression

Number of
regressions

5
6
7
8

126
84
36
9

Average regression coefficient of each independent variable
pH

Hardness

NO3 − −N

LR

DO

8.98
4.79
4.42
3.70

0.023
0.005
0.007
0.006

−0.23
0.06
−0.007
−0.015

−0.75
1.09
0.72
0.56

0.12
0.15
0.13
0.11

Fig. 5 – Comparison between the measured and the
modeled total iron concentrations in the nine pipes in
Phase II.

Taking Pipe S1 as an example, the total iron accumulation
at time T compared to time 0 could be predicted by integral
form of the iron release rate model shown as Eq. (19).
CFe = 0.1012 × T − 0.1097 × CDO,0 (1 − e−0.053×T )
+0.6634 × CTRC,0 (1 − e−0.272×T )

Fig. 4 – Variations of key quality parameters in Pipe S1
during 24 hr stagnation with DJKW and previous feeding
local water (i.e. WS1): (a) Total iron concentration and
turbidity; (b) ORP and pH; (c) DO and TRC concentrations.

were then calibrated using the time series data of total iron
concentration (CFe ) and the initial concentrations of DO (CDO,0 )
and TRC (CTRC,0 ). All the calibrated parameters for each pipe
are shown in Table 4. Nine models were obtained for the nine
pipes. The R2 of the models varied from 0.85 to 0.99, indicating
that they were effective to predict the iron release during the
operation after the water switch.

(19)

With the coefficients listed in Table 4, the time-varying total iron concentrations in the nine pipes could be predicted
with the initial DO (CDO,0 ) and TRC (CTRC,0 ) concentrations in
each pipe during each stagnation cycles. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the measured and the modeled total iron
concentrations in the nine pipes in Phase Ⅱ. The data ppoints
distribute closely to the diagonal Y = X, indicating the model
fits the data well for all the nine pipes.
According to Table 4, the coefficients k1 , k2 , λ, m and n were
different among the pipes. The difference in k1 and k2 , which
reflects the decay rates of DO and TRC, respectively, may be
mainly due to the wall reaction plays an important role in their
decay. Since the pipes and the corrosion scales inside are quite
different in properties, the wall reactions of DO and TRC are
therefore different among the pipes.
The higher the value of λ is, the greater the basal iron release rate would be. Hence, more attention should be paid to
the pipes with high basal release rate and priority should be
given to them in the pipe renovation and replacement plans.
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Table 4 – Parameters of the iron release rate models for nine pipes.
No.

Pipe

k1

k2

λ

m

n

R2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
S1
S2
S3
G1

0.054
0.032
0.030
0.049
0.023
0.053
0.045
0.050
0.053

0.135
0.099
0.069
0.117
0.144
0.272
0.258
0.263
0.224

0.0296
0.0232
0.0349
0.1075
0.0166
0.1012
0.0691
0.1027
0.1993

−0.0027
−0.0014
−0.0039
−0.0091
−0.0015
−0.0058
0.0027
−0.0094
−0.0353

0.2783
0.0206
0.0540
0.2772
0.0248
0.1806
0.0324
0.1487
0.3994

0.88
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.85
0.98
0.99
0.95
0.86

Fig. 6 – Modeled temporal variations of total iron concentration at Nodes 32 and 14 (a), temporal variation of the average
water age weighted by water consumption of all nodes in the network (b), and spatial distribution of total iron concentration
at the longest water age (c).

The values of m are negative for all the pipes except S2. It depicts that increasing DO concentration could help to mitigate
the iron release. The reason may be that in most pipes DO facilitates the formation of dense outer layer of corrosion products, protecting the inner metal from further corrosion. The
values of n for all pipes are positive, which seemingly means
TRC could promote iron release. However, as an oxidant, TRC
should have an inhibiting effect of iron release as DO. The possible reason for positive n values may due to the regression
bias caused by the low concentration of TRC, which was one
to two orders of magnitude lower than DO (i.e. the initial concentrations of TRC and DO varied from 0.2 to 1 mg/L and 8
to 11 mg/L, respectively). Besides, TRC depleted within 24 hr,
while there were still more than 2 mg/L of DO in the water.
Therefore, the inhibiting effect of TRC on total iron accumulation might have been covered.

2.3.
Spatio-temporal modeling of total iron concentration
on a whole pipe network level
With the RFe model, the spatio-temporal distribution of total
iron concentration in the network Net2 was modeled using the
method described in Section 1.3. The nine groups of parameters of the iron release rate models were randomly assigned
to the pipes in the network. The numbers labeled beside the
pipes in Fig. 6c indicate the serial numbers of the parameter
groups shown in Table 4.
Taking two nodes for example, Fig. 6a shows that total iron
concentration fluctuates regularly with time at different levels. The fluctuations in total iron concentration are a combined result of time-varying water demand as well as DO and
TRC concentrations. In order to depict the highest level of total iron concentration in the WDS, water age was simulated
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(Fig. 6b) because long water age usually indicates bad water quality. The average water age weighted by water consumption in the network was calculated to range from 6.52
to 105.40 hr.
Fig. 6c shows the spatial distribution of total iron concentration at the time of longest water age. Under the modeled
condition, the total iron concentration in eight nodes exceeds
0.3 mg/L. However, this is just the result of a scenario analysis. In a real-world pipe network, the pipes should have better
conditions than that used in the experiments of this study,
which were intentionally selected to represent the bad situation. Besides, there are many other pipe materials in the WDSs
which release less or no iron, thus reducing the overall total
iron concentration of the whole network.
Overall, this study proposed a framework to simulate the
total iron concentration of a whole pipe network, which combined a mathematical model of iron release rate and a numerical model of a pipe network. With good model calibration, the
method should have a good potential to be used in a real pipe
network for estimating the total iron concentration throughout the network and providing support to iron release control
measures.

3.

Conclusions

The changes of the concentration increment of total iron in
24 hr (i.e. CITI,24 ) during water switch and the iron release
rate (i.e. RFe ) after the water switch for nine cast iron pipes
were investigated in this study. Mathematical and numerical
models were developed to quantitatively depict the iron release. According to the experimental and modeling results, the
following conclusions are drawn:
•

•

•

The CITI,24 in the process of water switch was closely related to the stability of pipe scales and the differences in
the key water quality parameters (LR, DO, hardness, nitrate
and pH) between the two waters.
The RFe was mainly dependent on the properties of the
pipes and the corrosion scales inside, which could be reflected by a concept of basal iron release rate proposed in
this study. The RFe also varied with the concentrations of
DO and TRC.
Combining the iron release model with EPANET-MSX, a
numerical simulation framework was established to better understand the spatio-temporal variations of total iron
concenration with changing water quality in a pipe network consisting of pipes with different basal iron release
rates.
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